Mr. Lucent Topry is at it again! Known for his super-top-secret, super-illegal underground chocolate-making operation, as well as his uncanny ability to avoid capture, he has once again become the prime suspect of an investigation; this time, for the First National Chocolate Bank robbery that happened earlier today. The top-notch CandyTown police investigators uncovered an extremely secret, and not-at-all obvious, message painted on the front door of the bank: "I am Mr. Lucent Topry, and I approve of this message." Good thing the CTPD were able to find that crucial piece of evidence!

Anyway, they called you in to help, since you are the Code and Ciphers community's top code-breaker. Will you be able to find out how he made it past security, disarmed the alarms, and stole the bank's most prized possession, the Chocolate Monkey?

This test consists of fifteen questions, each consisting of a code or cipher that needs to be decrypted. Each decrypted text is either a sentence or small phrase. To receive credit for a question, the full decrypted sentence or phrase needs to be written in the appropriate blank on the answer sheet. Punctuation is not needed.

These clues left behind by the villain may help you in your investigation:

- A shopping list:
  - Choosy Chocolate
  - Aye-aye Ice Cream
  - Crushin' Candy
  - Vigenère 'Vinaigrette'
  - Super-secret-chocolate-melting-death-ray
- A tiny slip of paper with some letters scribbled on it:
  - “ZRUMPODAFKCJWTNFXIBLYSGEQH”
- An interesting laser-engraved block of wood:

```
THEQU
ICKBR
OWNFX
JMPSV
LZYD
MRJOC
KTQU
IZPHD
BAGSF
EWLYN
```
1. a grEat accomplishment shouldn't be the end of the Road, just thE starting point for tHe next leap forward. there iS only one dAy left, alWays starting over: It is given to us at dawn and taken away from us at dusk.

2. Gur thneq jnf nfyrrc, whfg unq gb farnx dhvrgyl ol.

3. ELI EVA EHT CES EUL EBS UAC IES ONK OYW IWU NLL EVE IFR MDN E

4. 44460455523022233555557446666633777044288833023888266222333


6. IN ZW YE QR JL QI QG HV FR QS HF IN MY KE DI BB VQ DZ QL XK

7. What is this crazy chicken-scratch? Why did he carve these strange shapes into the vault wall?

8. 56 61 75 6c 74 20 77 61 73 20 63 6f 6d 70 72 6f 6d 69 73 65 64 20 62 20 61 20 77 65 61 6b 20 70 61 73 73 63 6f 64 65 2e 20 49 74 20 77 61 73 20 74 68 65 20 73 61 6d 65 20 63 6f 64 65 20 61 73 20 6f 6e 20 6d 79 20 6c 75 67 67 61 67 65 2e

9. WGCAAYVH MAI XIZEZG JCLMIHA OY JRZRWBRRB BUEU CZXA BV GQTHB

10. 4344113314114214 44453212311542 3134312543 114215 2433431513454215 44231554 142414 3334423243322 4434 43443435 3215

11. ZB KM ZB QS LN UY YC RT BF HJ QU YC AC JN CG AG AC WA BD TV SU RV GK MO FH ZD JN SW DF VX EM QS BH

12. La pwz vganjzb bpblapbpv lpv upb a nyc mbgf vdlapbg nim.

13. You find a few letters written on a small MP3 player: “POGINAUOERQWRU”. You hit the ‘play’ button and you hear a crackling voice whisper something that sounds like “fib of not-cheese”… or maybe it’s “thib o’ Nazis”? It’s hard to tell.

14. UMASRIMEMASAEMTHICATNXIA

15. LDOET IUBYH KMETE EMRHC DYEAH OIPTO CDLIC TOASO OLCTL RQEOA JUDLT OIWEE NCIHM EKTAO SLHDN QYATK